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CRISIS AVERTED

SGA allots
$10K to fund
club sports
By MORGAN WRIGHT

PHOTOS BY OLIVIER DOULIERY | ABACA PRESS | MCT

Sen. Charles Schumer (D-NY) stands outside the Capitol after
Senate leaders announced a deal to end the government
shutdown. (BELOW LEFT) A women holds a sign outside the
US Capitol. (BELOW RIGHT) Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) pauses as
he speaks to the media during a news conference at the US
Capitol on Wednesday in Washington, D.C.

With less than 2 hours left,

Congress seals debt deal

THE PARTHENON
Student Government Association is in the process of
allocating a total of $10,000
from student activities to the
club sports teams involved
on campus.
Athletic liaison Paige Rabatin has been meeting
with different club sports
teams since the second
week of school to help fill
out a funding packet. The
funding packets determine
how much money the club
team will be able to receive
throughout its season.
Funding packets contain
information such as how
long the team has existed,
how many players they have
and how many games they
have. According to those answers, the club is awarded
points. Each point equals a
percentage of the $10,000
that can be distributed. The
points the club receives determines how much money
it will be allocated.

See CLUB | Page 5

Campus info
directories
coming soon
By MORGAN WRIGHT

Poet Joe Limer stops at Heritage Station
By ZACH HAUGHT

THE PARTHENON
Slam poet Joe Limer will
make his way to Huntington
on Thursday to help Marshall
University students craft poetry and perform some of his
own pieces.
Limer, a Clarksburg, W.Va.,
native, was part of the San
Diego poetry slam team that
was a finalist in the National
Poetry Slam Championship of
2013. He has won and placed
in competitions such as Long
Beach Slam, Steel City Slam
and La Paloma Slam.
When he is not performing, Limer coaches poetry

slam at Point Loma Nazarene University and teaches
writing workshops around
the San Diego area. He is also
a political science teacher at
Palomar College.
Michelle Hogmire, editor-in-chief of Marshall’s
student literary magazin “Et
Cetera”, said Limer’s performances go beyond reciting
words.
“Joe is a spoken word
poet, so he’s a poet but he
kind of does a more theatrical performance with his
poetry,” Hogmire said. “He
kind of does like a performance art-based poetry, so

he’ll get up onstage and use
his words as sort of like a visual performance.”
Hogmire said Marshall
has not had a guest like this
in the time she has been
here. She said that English
professors have noted an
increased interest in poetry
slam among students.
“I’m hoping the people
who are interested in it will
be able to come out and see
him, and also people who
don’t know anything about
it might gain an interest in it
from seeing it if they haven’t
seen something like it before,” Hogmire said.

The event will also be open
to signups for performance.
“Basically how open mics
work, it’s like anyone who
wants to come and read
creative work can read it,”
Hogmire said. “When you’re
a creative writer, that’s kind
of something you have to get
used to and it’s really nerveracking so we try to have
open mic events around
campus for writers to get
the experience of reading
their work out loud in front
of an audience.”
Limer’s
performance
will serve has as the annual Halloween event that

commences “Et Cetera” time
frame for accepting works by
Marshall affiliates, including
poetry, stories, photography
and art. Submissions start in
early November.
Limer will host a workshop
where Marshall students can
bring poems and have him
review them. This will be
held at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in
Room 2W22 of the Memorial
Student Center.
Limer will perform at 6
p.m. at River and Rail Bakery at 210 11th Street.
Zach Haught can be
contacted at haught36@
marshall.edu.
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THE PARTHENON
Student Government Association will be handing
out the new 2013-2014
campus directories next
week. The campus directories include student and
faculty information, full
athletic schedules, coupons and a full academic
schedule.
The campus directories
will be available next week
in the student center, all residence halls, Drinko library
the Recreation Center, and
Harless and Towers dining
halls. There are a total of
6,000 directories that will
be distributed.
SGA began working on the
new directory this summer.
The University Directories
Company sells space and
advertisements to local
businesses to be put in the
directory. The money they
receive in return makes the
directory free for Marshall
students.
Students were asked
to give their information
for the directories their
freshman year. If the student declined permission
for their information to
be publicized, the student
information will not be included in the directory.
SGA has put a lot of
time and effort into
designing this year’s directories. Chief of Staff
Jordan Wooldridge said
this has been one of his
main projects since this
summer.

See DIRECTORIES | Page 5
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‘Love Your Body’ day promotes acceptance, self-esteem
By MASON HAYNES

THE PARTHENON
The Women’s Center of Marshall University sponsored an event
Wednesday called “Love Your Body
Day” at the Marshall University Student Center to help people feel better
about their self-image.
Brianna McElfish, a graduate student working at the Women’s Center,
said the purpose of the program was

College of Arts
and Media plans
spring trip to Italy

to make people feel good about themselves despite societal messages that
bodies must be perfect or fit a thin
ideal to be acceptable.
“Women and men believe that they
have to look a certain way in order to
have any worth or self-value, and what
we’re saying is that you’re beautiful,”
McElfish said.
McElfish said the program teaches
people to feel good about who they

are and to ignore the media’s negative messages about the self-image of
women.
“The beauty industry and the media
tell women and girls that they have to
be admired enviously from their looks
and this sends a really negative message,” McElfish said.
Students participated in activities at
the Love Your Body Day, and an information table was at the Student Center

as well as a wall for students to write
what they love about their bodies. A
belly dance flash mob was performed
near the Memorial Fountain.
Brittany Blake, Marshall University
student, said the event allowed people
to appreciate their own bodies.
“I think it’s awesome because the
dancing is a great way to express
themselves,” Blake said.
McElfish said the purpose of Love

Your Body Day is to help people stop
and take time to love and appreciate
the bodies they have.
“We’re hoping that people, even
for a moment to just stop and appreciate the body that they’re in,
because your body does so many
things for you, it’s not just an ornament,” McElfish said.
Mason Haynes can be contacted
at haynes75@marshall.edu.

By ZACH HAUGHT

THE PARTHENON
The College of Arts and Media is
organizing a trip to Florence, Italy
during Marshall University’s May
intersession.
Students have the opportunity to
live in Florence for three weeks as
they earn three to six credit hours.
The courses will be in art and
philosophy.
Jeffrey Powell, professor of philosophy at Marshall, is no stranger
to Italy. He has been many times and
said he is excited to see students’
responses.
“The many times I’ve been to Italy,
the most satisfying thing for me is
really just walking the streets and
really getting a feel for the people
and the town and getting a feel for
— I don’t know — a little bit of old
world Europe,” Powell said. “I hope
the students really are able to get a
feel for a way of life that’s different
from here.”
Powell said he had first gone
abroad as an undergraduate, living for several months in Salzburg,
Austria.
“I got a taste for Europe that never
left me,” Powell said. “It was just really eye opening. I hope to see that
happen for other students.”
Natalie Larsen, associate professor of art at Marshall, said she thinks
visiting a different country is a good
experience.
“I think it’s a good experience to
just be in a country where you’re
the foreigner and experience what it
feels like to be a little bit uncomfortable and stretching yourself in that
way,” Larsen said.
This will be Larsen’s first time in
Italy. She said it will be interesting
to explore the city for the first time
with students.
While the trip will earn academic
credit, the learning experience will
not happen in a classroom.
“We’re going to be taking them
throughout the city for class,” Larsen
said. “Probably not much learning in
a traditional classroom since the city
will be our classroom.”
The art course will be based upon
capturing architecture in drawings
and watercolor. The philosophy
course will be based on politics
and aesthetics, the appreciation of
beauty.
Powell has made plans to have
an Italian politician speak with
students.
“I’ve made contact with a man by
the name of Gianni Vattimo, who is
considered the greatest living Italian philosopher, and he has agreed
to come and talk to our students,
which will be really nice,” Powell
said.
Powell and Larsen are also making
plans for day trips to other cities in
Italy.
There is an Italian class starting
Monday at 7 p.m. instructed by John
Grace, an Associated Press correspondent in Rome during the 1960s
and ’70s. This will be held at the
La Famiglia Deli on Sixth Avenue in
Huntington.

See ITALY | Page 5
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Sylvia Ridgeway, Huntington native, Marshall University alumna and president of the West Virginia Chapter of the NAACP, participates in a discussion about civil rights at
the John Deaver Drinko Library on Wednesday, Oct. 16. In 2012, The Herald-Dispatch honored Ridgeway as the Huntington Citizen of the Year.

Civil rights issues the topic of film screening,
discussion at John Deaver Drinko Library
By SHANNON STOWERS

THE PARTHENON
Civil rights were the topic of two
film screenings and a discussion
this week in the John Deaver Drinko
Library.
The films were a part of the Created
Equal: America’s Civil Rights Struggle
grant, an initiative of the National
Endowment for the Humanities. The
agency hopes the documentaries will
spark public conversations about
freedom and equality in America.
On Monday, the Emmy nominated
PBS mini-series, “The Abolitionists,”

was shown in the Drinko Library Auditorium. The film focused on how the
lives of abolitionists such as Frederick Douglass, Harriet Beecher Stowe
and John Brown intertwined as they
fought to end slavery in an important
period of American history.
On Tuesday, members of the university and community watched
“Slave By Another Name,” which
is also a PBS documentary. The
documentary, based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by Douglas
Blackmon, challenges the belief that
slavery ended with the Emancipation

Proclamation of 1863. The film highlighted the new forms of forced labor
in the south that kept hundreds of
thousands of African Americans in
captivity.
Chris Hodge, library technician
and event planner, believes these
powerful documentaries will change
people’s perceptions and raise new
questions.
“Both films are landmark documentaries that will open up a new set
of questions,” Hodge said.

Marshall Rec Center serves up breast
cancer awareness volleyball tournament
By CARISSA JANCZEWSKI

THE PARTHENON
As part of Breast Cancer Awareness month, the Marshall University
Recreation Center is hosting a “Big
Pink Volleyball” tournament Saturday in an effort to raise awareness
and donate funds to St. Mary’s Pink
Ribbon fund.
The volleyball tournament is a
philanthropic event put on by the
Recreation Center and Student
Recreation Council. The teams will
play with a four-foot wide hot pink
volleyball. Information packets are
available at the Rec Center.
The tournament is single elimination, no jewelry or watches are
to be worn during play and athletic
shoes are required. Games last for

15 minutes, and teams with the
most points at the end of those 15
minutes will win. Additional information on rules and regulations can
be found in the registration packets
available in the Rec Center.
“Marshall Rec Center is putting on
this event to help bring awareness
to breast cancer through a positive
and active volleyball tournament,”
said Dan Belcher, event coordinator
for the tournament. “The challenge
of playing with such a large ball will
also add to the fun.”
There is a $5 fee associated with
the tournament and T-shirts or long
sleeve T-shirts will be available for
$10 or $13.

See VOLLEYBALL | Page 5
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Burnis Morris, Carter G. Woodson
professor of journalism and mass
communications, and David Trowbridge,
director of the African and AfricanAmerican Studies Program also
participated in the civil rights discussion
See CIVIL RIGHTS | Page 5 Wednesday.

Police Blotter
By MAGGIE SMITH

THE PARTHENON
All incidents were reported by
the Marshall University Police
Department.
OCT. 9:
Petit larceny: A student came
to the Marshall police department to report that his wallet
had been turned into the Towers East holding area on Aug.
24. He reported that when he
went to retrieve the wallet, they
informed him that someone unknown had removed the wallet.
OCT. 11:
Property damage: A Pepsi
Beverage Company truck backed
into a rod iron fence attached to
the retaining wall outside the

loading and parking area near
Harris Hall. While trying to free
the truck, the wall gave way and
caused damage to a portion of
the wall and its foundation.
Harassment: Officers received
reports from a person who said
she was receiving harassing
texts from a person interested
in starting a relationship. She reportedly told the person to leave
her alone, but would still see him
places, including at work. She
decided to wait to take action at
a later time. The person did not
respond to police attempts to
contact her again.
Maggie Smith can be
contacted at smith1769@marshall.edu.
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Defining Himself
By CAITIE SMITH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
It’s been two years. Two years in the
kelly green, two years of jam-packed
days full of weights, practice, class and
homework. Two years of working every
day to better himself and work on his
craft. Two years, and Andrew Dundon
wouldn’t change a second of it.
The Lincoln Park, N.J., native has
started 104 out of the 107 baseball
games he’s played, immediately making
an impact during his freshman campaign at Marshall in 2012.
“I was so focused on getting a starting
job,” Dundon explained. “My goal was to
help the team win games, and overtime I
started producing and had a pretty good
year. I was young and spent a lot of time
adjusting to the college level. But I was
willing to learn every day.”
Dundon posted a .298 average at the
end of the 2013 campaign, but supported an above .300 average at multiple
times during the season. Despite the statistics, he spent the summer working on
his hitting.
“I played up in Massachusetts, in the
New England League,” Dundon said.
“That’s a great league up there, and we
played Cape Cod League teams. It was
a big adjustment, though, because they
use wood bats.”
Dundon said these tools actually
helped him improve his hitting.
“The pitching was good, and using
wood bats, you have to focus on using
the whole field. Wood bats don’t let you
get cheap hits.”
During the 2013 season, Dundon was
second on the team in batting average,
only trailing current Washington Nationals prospect Isaac Ballou.
“That feels great, but that was last
year,” Dundon said. “I’m trying to build

TYLER KES | THE PARTHENON

from last year and get better everyday.”
As one of four returning starters, Dundon finds himself in a leadership role
with the team. But this is not something
foreign.
“I feel like I’ve been a leader since
freshman year, but I’m a leader by action. I’m vocal, but when I’m on the field,
I just work hard and let my actions--my
game-- do the talking,” Dundon said.
Dundon explained his quiet leadership style further.
“I feel like the best way to handle
business is through actions. If a young
teammate is struggling, I’ll pick him up
and go through with him what his mistakes are. That’s the best way to learn,
because I was in their shoes before and
didn’t have anybody there to necessarily
‘pick me up.’”
Dundon has a simple philosophy
about his role as a leader.
“I’m going to play hard every pitch
and encourage those around me,” he
said.
Marshall is coming off a 20-34 record
in 2013, Dundon’s sophomore year,
which is an improvement from a 17-37
record freshman year. The second baseman sees it as part of his job to produce
a winning record this year.
“I’m trying to bring some tradition
back here,” Dundon said. “A winning season is what we want. I want this team
to get to the Conference Tournament
and win the championship, so actually, a
winning season is what we need.”
On a personal level, Dundon finds
himself at a crossroads. After completing
his junior season, the 21-year-old will be
eligible for the 2014 MLB Draft, which is
the ultimate goal.
“This whole year for me is about

PHOTOS COURTESY OF HERDZONE

“This is my

home... this is
where I want
to be. ”
>>Andrew Dundon

See DUNDON | Page 5

HERD SOCCER FEELING PINK THIS WEEKEND
By ANDREW HARRISON

PHOTO COURTESY OF @HERDEQUIPMENT

As unveiled by the @HerdEquipment
Twitter account, the women’s soccer
team will take to the field Friday in
these special pink uniforms.

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University women’s soccer will continue conference play when the Florida Atlantic Owls come to Huntington
this weekend. The Thundering Herd is on a one game win
streak heading into the matchup at Veteran’s Memorial Soccer
Complex.
Marshall, 7-4-2, 2-2-1 C-USA, face a struggling Owls team who
is 2-8-4, 0-2-3 C-USA on the season. Junior midfielder Alyssa
Cathey talked about the previous weekend Conference USA
matchup with the East Carolina Pirates.
“ECU was one of our better attacking games and that was one
of the things we were struggling with,” Cathey said. “So it helped
build our confidence going into this weekend.”
Marshall was 1-1-0 on the teams three game road trip. With Friday’s matchup with FAU it will mark the start of a two game home
stand at Hoops Family Field.
“We definitely do better when we’re at home just because of
the environment,” Cathey said.

One player for the Herd this season who has gained consistent minutes is freshman midfielder Kayla Byrnside. She has
seen a difference having played in Division 1 level soccer compared to high school.
“High school was way easier, in college you have to focus on finer
details,” Byrnside said.
The Owls have yet to win a conference match in 2013, but Marshall will not take this team lightly.
“It’s hard to tell in conference; you never know how a team is
going to come out,” Cathey said.
Marshall will play for a very special cause this weekend. The Herd
will come out with pink jerseys instead of the Marshall kelly green
and white in order to raise awareness for breast cancer research.
The jerseys will be auctioned, with proceeds going to the St.
Mary’s Pink Ribbon Fund.
Fans are encouraged to wear pink, and will recieve $1 admission
for doing so.
Andrew Harrison can be reached at harrison96@marshall.
edu.

MONTY GREEN | THE
PARTHENON

The Marshall women’s
team during its game
against Miami on Sept.
22. The Herd won 1-0 off
a goal by junior Myka
DeMarco.

THE ‘FAB FIVE’ HEAD TO ITA REGIONALS
By WILL VANCE

SPORTS EDITOR
The Marshall University tennis team will try to continue its
successful fall season at the Intercollegiate Tennis Association Atlantic Regional Tournament starting Friday on the campus of the
University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Va.
Two weekends ago at the Hokie Invitational senior Karlyn Timko
and sophomore Dana Oppinger both won their flights. Timko said
their success already this season drives the team to do even better.
“Our main goal any time we go out and play is to improve, so every event we go into we’re looking to do better than the last one,”
said Timko, the lone senior on the team.
“We always keep a positive attitude and go at it.”
Many teams the Herd will face at the ITA Regional are teams
scheduled to play the Herd during the spring season. Oppinger
said that despite the familiarity of competition, fall tournaments
are about your own play.
“I try to concentrate on what I’m doing as much as possible,”
Timko said.

“I do not care if I’m going to play a girl from Liberty or UVA, I try
to play my tennis and do the best I can.”
The four-day ITA Regional will be the longest the Herd will play
in all season. Timko said in this type of competition, endurance
matters as much, if not more, than skill.
“A lot of times when you’re playing these matches in long tournaments it comes down to who wants it more,” Timko said.
“It doesn’t matter if you’re better or faster or stronger, it’s who’s
going to stand out there on day four and grind out a three-set
match”
Timko, Oppinger and junior Kai Broomfield will participate in
the main draw of the tournament, with promising freshmen Rachel
Morales and Anne Gulsrud starting out in qualifying. In doubles,
Timko and Oppinger will be paired together, as will Broomfield
and Morales.
The ITA Atlantic Regional will be the Herd’s second to last tournament of the season, with the College of Charleston Tournament
in Charleston, S.C., beginning Nov. 1.
Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu.
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EDITORIAL

Congress has lessons to learn
Congress, have you learned your lesson?
After 16 days of a government shutdown, Congress finally came to an
agreement late Wednesday and avoided a
government default.
This agreement reopens the government, extends borrowing authority
until Feb. 7 and funds government agencies through Jan. 15.
Sigh of relief, right?
Maybe.
This shutdown was an unnecessary
power play between the Senate and the
House of Representatives, and despite the
fact that an agreement has been reached
the disputes are far from over.
All this agreement does is buy Congress
time to figure out an actual budget, and

going forward there are things members
of Congress need to remember.
Remember the majority of Americans
were heavily against the government
shutdown. Remember government agencies were closed thousands of federal
workers were furloughed. Remember the
refusal of the Democrats and the Republicans to compromise, and instead waste
time pointing fingers and shifting blame.
When it comes to the big, bad issue of
the Affordable Care Act, House Speaker
John Boehner said the Republicans “fought
the good fight” concerning the efforts to
defund the health care law, but the reality
is they will continue to fight the law because they believe they are doing what is
best for the American people.

In fact, the GOP is heavily divided between members of the Tea Party and the
Republican Party. In addition, a Pew Research Poll released Tuesday found that
more Americans fault the Republicans in
Congress above the Democrats and the
Obama administration for the shutdown.
While terrible news for the GOP, the Democrats are sure to relish it and use it to
their advantage. They shouldn’t, but they
will.
This shutdown has accomplished one
thing. It has shown the American people
just how flawed Congress is. Hopefully,
Congress takes this extension seriously
and focuses on working together, rather
than against, for the greater good of this
country.

MCT CAMPUS

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

US action may not cause Egypt’s military rulers
to change course, but it will get their attention
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
The Obama administration, which has
been halting and conflicted in responding
to last summer’s military coup in Egypt,
has now decided to withhold hundreds of
millions of dollars in aid from that country
until there is “credible progress” toward
an inclusive government. It’s the right
decision.
Ideally, the decision to block $260 million in cash assistance and suspend the
delivery of tanks, helicopters and other
hardware would induce Egypt’s generals
to relent in their scorched-earth campaign
against supporters of the deposed President Mohamed Morsi. But even if the cutoff
doesn’t incline the military to moderation,
as many suggest it will not, it nevertheless
sends an important message of condemnation, not only of the coup that ousted Morsi
but of the repression that has followed it.
Given Egypt’s strategic position, the
importance of its peace treaty with Israel
and decades of cooperation between its

military and that of the United States, it is
not surprising that the Obama administration is reluctant to take steps that could
alienate the generals in Cairo entirely. But
it could have been — and should have been
from the start — much more indignant in
response to the overthrow of a democratically elected leader. (At one point, Secretary
of State John F. Kerry even suggested that
the Egyptian armed forces were “restoring
democracy.”)
After the fact, the administration said
many of the right things, pressing the Egyptian military to treat Morsi and his Muslim
Brotherhood magnanimously and to move
swiftly to a pluralist political system. In a
speech at the United Nations last month,
Obama said that U.S. support for Egypt
would depend on “Egypt’s progress in pursuing a more democratic path.”
But progress along that path has been
meager. More than 1,000 demonstrators
have been killed by government forces, and
hundreds of Islamist leaders and followers

of the deposed president have been tossed
into jail.A court has declared the Brotherhood an illegal organization — which
seems likely to spur more, rather than less,
violence by militants — and Morsi faces a
trial on charges of inciting the murder of
protesters against his government. The
Obama administration would have been
derelict if it had ignored those realities.
Cynics will dismiss the planned reductions in assistance as insufficient and
merely symbolic, and will note that much
aid to Egypt will continue, including for
health and education projects and funding
for counter-terrorism and security operations in the Sinai Peninsula and near the
Gaza Strip. But the benefits Obama plans to
deny Egypt are significant in dollar terms
and in the currency of national prestige.
This rebuke may not persuade the generals to change course, but it will get their
attention. And the United States will have
redeemed somewhat its reputation as a
champion of democracy.

BISHOP NASH
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nash24@marshall.edu
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YOU CAN BE HERD
Which new movie release are you
most excited for?

Do you think Congress will resolve the
government shutdown by Oct. 17?

“12 Years A Slave”
“Carrie”
“The Fifth Estate”

3%
Yes, they will be able to.
No, the shutdown will continue. 29%
It’s too difficult to tell.
29%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

NATIONAL EDITORIAL

Supreme Court to decide if voters
may ban racial preferences
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
In 2006, Michigan voters
banned affirmative action at
the state’s public universities. On Tuesday, the Supreme
Court heard arguments challenging that ban. If you support
affirmative action, you must
hope that the court will strike
it down, right?
Alas, it’s not that simple.
This case isn’t about whether
state universities may provide
preferential treatment in their
admissions policies. Rather,
the question is whether the
voters of Michigan violated the
U.S. Constitution when they
amended the state Constitution to say that universities
“shall not discriminate against,
or grant preferential treatment
to, any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity or national origin.” That
is a much harder question.
We support affirmative action and opposed Proposition
209, the California ban on racial
preferences on which the Michigan amendment was modeled.
Racial preferences at highly selective public universities ensure
a modicum of racial diversity
at those institutions, and they
make it possible for students
from groups that historically
have been victims of discrimination to move into leadership
positions in society. The value of
such policies is demonstrated by
California’s experience after the
adoption of Proposition 209 in
1996. As the Los Angeles Times
reported this year, AfricanAmerican freshmen at UCLA
dropped from 7.1 percent of the
class in 1995 to 3.6 percent in
2012. At UC Berkeley, AfricanAmericans made up 6.3 percent
of freshmen in 1995 and 3.4 percent last fall.
Affirmative action policies
also have passed muster at the
Supreme Court. In June, in a
case involving the University of
Texas, the court made it clear
that judges must scrutinize
affirmative action programs
to ensure that “no workable race-neutral alternatives
would produce the educational
benefits of diversity.” But if a
university can meet that stringent test, racial preferences are
permissible.

They are not, however, constitutionally required. So how
can Michigan’s ban on racial
preferences violate the Constitution, as affirmative action
proponents argue — a conclusion accepted by the U.S. 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals? Can
it possibly be the case that the
people of the state don’t have
the option of banning affirmative action?
The problem with the Michigan amendment, the 6th Circuit
ruled, was that it “reorders the
political process in Michigan”
in a way that discriminates
against racial minorities. The
appeals court noted that although a student seeking
preference in admissions
based on family connections
had only to lobby university
officials, an African-American
student hoping to benefit from
a race-conscious admissions
policy would have to try to
amend the state Constitution,
“a lengthy, expensive and arduous process.”
But the state of Michigan
argues persuasively that neither of those precedents
undermines its ban on racial
preferences. The Akron amendment thwarted laws designed
to provide equal access, not to
provide preferential treatment.
And though the busing programs targeted by Washington
state were designed to integrate classrooms, they did not
involve racial preferences. Finally, it’s questionable whether
admissions decisions at Michigan universities are really part
of a “political” process.
Beyond these specific legal
arguments, the opponents of
Michigan’s ban are seeking to
set aside a state constitutional
amendment that was approved by the voters. We don’t
believe that ballot initiatives
are sacrosanct. If they violate
constitutional rights — as we
believe Proposition 8’s ban
on same-sex marriage did —
they should be struck down.
But bans on racial preferences
at state universities, in Michigan or in California — while
bad policy — don’t violate the
Constitution. They should be
undone at the ballot box, not
by the courts.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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CLUB

Continued from Page 1
Throughout the season, SGA
will reimburse the club for
any expenses it has up to the
amount it was allotted.
Club teams participating
in the allocation this year include the men’s and women’s
lacrosse team, men’s and
women’s rugby team, and two
equestrian teams.
Rabatin looks forward to

DIRECTORIES

Continued from Page 1

LEXI BROWNING | THE PARTHENON

David J. Trowbridge, director of African and African-American Studies at Marshall University; Sylvia Ridgeway, West Virginia NAACP chapter
president; and professor Burnis Morris, Carter G. Woodson professor of journalism and mass communications, discuss civil rights at the John Deaver
Drink Library on Wednesday, Oct. 16.

CIVIL RIGHTS

Continued from Page 2
Those questions were brought
up Wednesday in a facilitated discussion with the Director of the
African and African-American
Studies Program David J. Trowbridge; Burnis Morris, Carter G.
Woodson professor of journalism and mass communications;
and Sylvia Ridgeway, president
of the West Virginia Chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
Ridgeway, a Huntington native and Marshall alumna, was

DUNDON

Continued from Page 3
Proverbs 19:21- ‘a man can
play his course, but the Lord
determines his steps,’” Dundon
explained. “I’ve really tried to
trust upon that. For me, it isn’t
necessarily
result-oriented.
It isn’t about becoming a first

honored in 2012 as Citizen of
the Year by the Herald-Dispatch
for her work with the NAACP
in West Virginia. Ridgeway has
been a part of the NAACP since
she was a teenager and is now
in her fourth term as president
of the Huntington chapter while
also acting as president of the
state chapter.
A group of students and community members discussed the
two documentaries Wednesday,
as well as other important civil
rights issues. Ridgeway gave insight to the NAACP and what it’s
currently working on. Ridgeway,

who didn’t go to an integrated
school until she attended college
at Marshall, also shared personal
stories.
Ridgeway made it clear that
these civil rights issues aren’t
just in the past and that it’s
something everyone is going to
have to confront.
“It’s not an African-American
problem or white person’s problem, it’s an American problem,”
Ridgeway said on the increasing
number of incarcerations of minorities in America.
Trowbridge
agreed
that
there’s still a lot of progress to be

made. Trowbridge said there’s
not as much progress made as
what people think.
“It’s astounding how little
progress has been made,” Trowbridge said.
Light refreshments were
available after the discussion,
which allowed participants an
opportunity to continue their
discussions. The last two films
will be shown in February, but all
films are available for students to
check out from Drinko Library.
Shannon Stowers can be
contacted at stowers44@marshall.edu.

rounder or a tenth rounder or
whatever, but it has to do with
the platform I have.”
And what is this platform?
“I believe that hard work
pays off. If an organization
drafts me this June, they’ll get a
great ballplayer willing to work
hard for their team day in and
day out.”

Dundon believes the real
important thing about being a
draft prospect is being positive.
“Yes, I want to get drafted and
sign, but that will take care of
itself if we just focus. And win,”
Dundon said. “If we do that, the
rest will take care of itself.”
Marshall was Dundon’s only
scholarship offer, and he said he

wouldn’t have it any other way.
“This is my home here,” Dundon said. “I look at other teams
and I think, ‘I could have ended
up there’, but this is where I
ended up and this is where I
want to be.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted
at
smith1650@
marshall.edu.

There's cautious optimism as US,
Iran set date for more nuclear talks
By ROY GUTMAN

MCCLATCHY FOREIGN STAFF (MCT)
After the most "intense, detailed,
straightforward and candid" talks with Iran
in many years, U.S. officials voiced cautious
hope Wednesday that a peaceful resolution
will be found to the long-running dispute
over its nuclear program.
U.S. negotiators declined to use the word
"breakthrough" to describe the two days
of meetings here in Geneva between top
officials of the newly elected Iranian government and representatives of the United
States and its negotiating partners, Russia,
China and three European powers.
But Western officials appeared buoyed
by the meetings, and the six world powers announced in a joint statement with
Iran that talks will resume here Nov. 7.
In the intervening weeks, technical experts will meet to explore the details of a
new proposal from Iran, which is seeking
relief from tough economic sanctions in exchange for a verifiable commitment not to
build a nuclear weapon.
Catherine Ashton, the European Union's
chief diplomat, said the talks here were
"very intensive" and "very important." She
said both sides had had the opportunity to
talk in "much greater detail than ever before, to answer each other's questions."
The head of the U.S. delegation, Undersecretary of State Wendy Sherman, didn't
comment for the record, but a senior
official summed up the U.S. reaction in unusually hopeful terms. "We are beginning
that kind of negotiation to get to a place
where, in fact, one can imagine that you
could possibly have an agreement," the official said, speaking only on the condition of
anonymity under the rules of the briefing.
In Washington, the White House said the
Iranian proposal contained a "level of seriousness and substance that we have not
seen before."

Iranian officials delivered a slightly more
ambiguous message. Javad Zarif, the country's foreign minister, speaking in English,
said the talks showed that "both sides are
serious about finding" a peaceful resolution, and that he hoped Western officials
would take back to their governments the
message that Iran "is interested in resolving this issue."
Switching to Farsi, he said Iran "was insisting on our rights in the context of the
nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty," wording
that's usually taken to mean that Iran would
insist on continuing to enrich uranium.
Iran's unrestricted enrichment of uranium has helped fuel the impasse with the
United States and the other world powers.
Iran has a stockpile of 6.7 metric tons — 7.3
short tons — of so-called low-enriched 5
percent uranium and some 185 kilograms
— 407 pounds — of uranium enriched to
20 percent, a level from which it would be
far easier to produce weapons-grade uranium, which is 95 percent enriched.
Asked to explain Zarif's remarks, his
deputy, Abbas Araqchi, said, "Iraq has the
right to continue nuclear enrichment, but
it does not mean we cannot find a solution
for any concern which is attached to those
rights."
Araqchi went on to say the talks might
produce a rapid result. "If there is enough
good will on both sides," he said, "we can
conclude negotiations in a matter of three
to six months."
Briefing reporters, the senior U.S. official had a more tempered view. "We are far
apart," the official said. "There is no question, as much detail as we got (from Iran),
we need a considerable amount more
detail."
The official added, "The devil is truly in
the details" on this issue. "How will (any
agreement) be verified? What's the scope?
What's the nature of it? Who will get it

done? There's just tons and tons of detail
for every step you want to take."
Ashton said this was the first time that
Iran and the six major powers had issued
a joint statement, but it was in fact the second occasion in 18 months, after talks in
Istanbul in April 2012. That meeting led to
a round of talks in Baghdad, Moscow and
Almaty, Kazakhstan, that then sputtered to
a halt, leading to the current impasse.
What's different this time is that Iran has
a new government led by reformist cleric
Hasan Rouhani, and the delegation arrived after publicly declaring that solutions
could be found to all aspects of the dispute.
The atmosphere seemed more relaxed
than during the Istanbul talks, where Iranian diplomats represented the hard-line
regime of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Zarif, who attended college and graduate
school in the United States and then served
as Iran's ambassador to the United Nations,
conducted the entire two-day discussion
in English. "The pace of the discussions is
much better, and it creates the ability to
have a back and forth one must have if you
want to have a negotiation," the senior U.S.
official said.
Zarif, who arrived in Geneva complaining
of acute back pain, was seated in a wheelchair and had to be helped to the podium
to speak. His affliction gave Sherman and
other officials the opportunity to advise
him on how to treat it.
"There isn't one among us who doesn't
have a back problem" as a result of extensive travel in cramped airline seats, the
senior U.S. official said. "Everybody had a
back story for him, books he should read,
things he might try."
Zarif's solution Wednesday was treatment by an acupuncturist. But there was
no sign that it was working.
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“I’m proud of it,” Wooldridge
said. “I think it’s beneficial for
students to have it because
some information about the
academic year isn’t easily
found online. It has listed everything from the beginning
of the semester to the end of
the semester what will be going on.”
SGA designed the directories
and chose the front cover to be
a picture of the fountain from

ITALY

Continued from Page 2
An interest meeting to discuss the trip and financial
assistance will be Thursday at
5p.m. in Room 447 of Harris
Hall. All majors are welcome.
More information on the
Florence trip can be found
by calling the Office of Study
Abroad at 304-696-2379,

VOLLEYBALL

Continued from Page 2
“The Big Pink Volleyball
Tournament is a fun way to
socialize and have fun with
your friends, while raising
money for a great cause. I
mean, who wouldn’t want to
play with a 4-foot hot pink
volleyball?” said Kayla Dodd,
event coordinator.
Besides joining a team,
those who want to get involved can do so by donating
at the Rec Center or becoming a sponsor.
Sponsors will play a huge
role in this cause. There
are varying levels of sponsorships from donating in
increments of $100, $250
or $500. Those who choose
to donate are eligible to receive a logo on the back of
the t-shirts, logo on the Big

helping the club teams this year.
“We wanted to help out with
funding because we have these
teams that work so hard, and
travel so far to represent our
university in competitions, but
they weren’t receiving any help
at all,” Rabatin said. “They all
earn their funding and have
used it very wisely for new
equipment and travel needs.”
Morgan Wright can be
contacted at wright265@
marshall.edu.

last year’s memorial service,
taken by Bernie Elliot. The first
six pages are short biographies
of the executive cabinet members of Student Government.
Wooldridge said he believes
that it is in student’s best interest to obtain a campus
directory.
“It’s not completely old fashioned yet,” Wooldridge said.
“We tried to make it interesting
and beneficial for students.”
Morgan Wright can be
contacted at wright265@
marshall.edu.

on Marshall’s website or by
emailing Powell or Larsen at
powell@marshall.edu and larsenna@marshall.edu.
More information for the
Italian class can be found
by calling 304-617-1292 or
emailing
publisherplace@
gmail.com.
Zach Haught can be
contacted at haught36@
marshall.edu.

Pink Volleyball Floor Decals placed on the center of
the gym floor and a banner
with their logo displayed on
the courts on the day of the
event.
All proceeds go to St.
Mary’s Pink Ribbon Fund
that ensures each woman,
regardless if they have health
insurance or not, have access
to mammography services.
Research shows that early
detection of breast cancer
through mammograms can
save lives by starting treatment earlier. This event is
created to donate funds in
the name of helping every
woman be proactive with
their health and take advantage of the help the St. Mary’s
Pink Ribbon Fund provides.
Carissa Janczewski can
be contacted at janczewski@marshall.edu.
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Local radio personality gives insight
By JOSH LYCANS

THE PARTHENON
Across the nation, radio stations give us news, weather,
local events, and most importantly, music. Over the years,
radio stations have had to
adapt to new technology, and
upgrade equipment.
Local radio and voice personality, Ernie G. Anderson
of Creative Services at Kindred
Communications
in
Huntington, gives his insight
on the ever-changing world of
multi-media.
“At 93.7 FM, The Dawg, we no
longer deal with CDs, cassettes
or magnetic tape,” Anderson
said. “The program directors
subscribe to a music service,
which supplies our music, and
decide on which songs get
played. All the songs are programmed days in advance into
the studio computers.”
Other radio stations, though,
operate on a different system.
At some stations, the staff creates a playlist of songs.
“The DJs create their own
playlists,” Anderson said. “It’s
essentially up to them to pick
what songs they want. A good
rule of thumb in radio is to have
at least 15 songs an hour. So if
you are a hip-hop DJ, you build
what you want to play based
on the hip-hop music in our
library.”
With music being programmed days in advance,
some stations have a specialized time for request calls.
Radio stations such as The
Dawg have request hours and
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TODAY IN THE LIFE
RETURNING SERIES

WEEK'S ENTERTAINMENT

HBO's "Girls" is set to return for its
third season on Sunday, Jan. 12 at
10 p.m. with back-to-back episodes.
The premiere of the drama/comedy
created by and starring Lena Dunham will follow the series premiere
of "True Detective" starring Matthew
McConaughey.

CLINTON WINS

SUBMITTED PHOTO

a system as to how they are
operated.
“The station always sets
aside time for request hours,
Monday through Friday, in
which the public can call during the set time to request
songs. When programming the
music, the program directors
set a request hour time slot,”
Anderson said.
Some radio stations are
owned by national corporations
that end up making all the decisions on music, funding and
other matters, but not for The
Dawg.
“The Dawg is locally-owned,
in which all the decisions are
handled locally not by a corporate firm. It is funded by

advertising commercial sales,”
Anderson said.
Radio stations all operate
differently, from how the music
is chosen to how the station is
run and funded.
“I’ve been working in radio since 1968, and it has
been amazing to see how radio stations have had to adapt
and update,” Anderson said.
“I’ve done everything, from
radio shows, commercials,
voice-overs, television host,
and more. It’s really a lot of fun.
I look forward to see what will
be next in the future for radio
stations.”
Josh
Lycans
can
be
contacted at lycans13@marshall.edu.

Hillary Clinton was awarded the
Elton John AIDS Foundation's first
Founder's Award on Oct. 15 at the
organization's annual "An Enduring Vision" benefit gala. Attendees
of the event included Gov. Andrew
Cuomo, Billy Joel, Alec Baldwin and
last-minute host Matt Lauer (Anderson Cooper was called away to
Washington D.C. to cover the debt
ceiling). The event raised more than
$3 million for HIV/AIDS research
and support.

DANGER ON SET

A 35-year-old stuntman was reportedly stabbed in the shoulder on the
set of "Fury" while filming on England's Oxfordshire countryside. The
man was airlifted to Oxford's John
Radcliffe Hospital. "He left the set
laughing and talking," production
company representative Claudia Kalindjian said. The film depicts a crew
of Americans on a mission in Nazi
Germany and is set to release in November 2014.

A cyberthriller without thrills
Review of 'The Fifth Estate'

By COLIN COVERT

STAR TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS) (MCT)
When a democratically elected government
erects walls of secrecy around its operations, is
breaching those ramparts espionage, or higher
patriotism? When spy agencies have unprecedented surveillance power, should activists hold
those institutions to account? Who should judge
whether classified leaks are too sensitive to report? Is Julian Assange the James Bond of digital
journalism, or an ego-mad Bond supervillain?
“The Fifth Estate” wrestles with such messy,
imprecise moral complexities as it dramatizes
the rise and ostracism of WikiLeaks founder
Assange. Director Bill Condon (of “Kinsey,”
“Dreamgirls” and the “Twilight” series) shows
admirable ambition in tackling such a slippery
character. It’s an intellectual grappling match
that leaves viewers feeling worked over, disoriented and not much the wiser.
Screenwriter Josh Singer (“The West Wing”)
has no idea what hacker extraordinaire Assange’s
political legacy will be. What he delivered is
neither a political suspense film, nor an international fugitive chase, nor a penetrating character
study. Like “The Social Network” and “Jobs” before it, “The Fifth Estate’s” takeaway message is
that the geek demigods shaping our future are
driven, cerebral and total jerks.
The film unfolds in the two years before Assange published classified U.S. military cables
about the war in Afghanistan. Benedict Cumberbatch plays the platinum-haired hacker
extraordinaire as a bipolar enigma.
In one scene he seems principled and justifiably defensive under attack from his many
powerful enemies. In the next he’s demagogic,
imperious and erratic, turning against onetime
friend Daniel Domscheit-Berg (Daniel Bruhl), a
German WikiLeaks collaborator. Domscheit-Berg
is presented as the wise, ethically astute Jiminy
Cricket on Assange’s shoulder. His memoir, “Inside WikiLeaks: My Time With Julian Assange at
the World’s Most Dangerous Website,” served as
the film’s backbone, which may explain why he
appears so gallant.
In an effort to give the film a breaking-news
zip, Condon revs every scene with manic energy.
The opening montage takes us from the development of cuneiform writing through telegraphy,
TV and the Internet in a rocket-sled blur. There
are speed-blurred references to WikiLeaks’ early
exposes, uncovering the dirty laundry of big
businesses and governments around the world.

DENNIS VAN TINE | ABACA PRESS | MCT

Benedict Cumberbatch attends The Cinema Society
with Vanity Fair and Richard Mille screening of
DreamWorks Pictures' "The Fifth Estate" at Crosby
Street Hotel in New York, on Oct. 11.
It’s a thrill to see news footage of the bent bankers behind Iceland’s financial meltdown doing
the perp walk.
But Condon wants us to be dazzled by clumps
of binary data and online chats whipping across
the screen. His boldest scenes laughably imagine
WikiLeaks’ cloud-based workplace as a “Matrix”like virtual office open to the skies, with infinite
desks receding to the vanishing point. Still, you
sympathize. It’s not easy to give spy-movie urgency to a film where a big action scene is a guy
whipping a laptop out of his backpack.
Locations skip from Berlin to London to
Reykjavik, and whenever a scene can be set in
a techno-beat disco with whirly lights, it is. Dialogue is declaimed, not spoken.
As English reporter Nick Davies, who uncovered the Murdoch phone-hacking scandal, David
Thewlis has mouthfuls of argle-bargle about
print journalism’s sacred responsibility to protect sources, check stories and not put lives in
danger. Laura Linney and Stanley Tucci play a
couple of State Department diplomats who furrow their brows at Assange’s tell-all agenda.
The subtext is, “Stay alert, this is really important,” but the film is so unwieldy that details blur.
“The Fifth Estate” is a cyberthriller without thrills.
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